DEBEN VALLEY EQUINE
WINTER 2016 NEWSLETTER
From the horse vet’s mouth
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***NEW*** We have recently started to test for ADIPONECTIN levels in the
blood samples of laminitic ponies. Adiponectin is a beneficial hormone produced by
fat cells, the hormone normally improves insulin sensitivity (a good thing!). Obese
and laminitis-prone horses/ponies often have low adiponectin levels, making them
harder to manage as low adiponectin is
associated with higher laminitis risk.

So

routinely for laminitic ponies we will not
only treat this painful condition but we will
look

for

underlying

(Cushings),

Equine

causes

Metabolic

e.g.

PPID

Syndrome

(EMS), liver disease, toxicities, obesity,
poor

foot

conformation

and

now

adiponectin! Blood samples have to be sent
in a chiller pack by special delivery to the
laboratory.

PRASCEND INVITATION
…….Talking of laminitis but in particular
PPID (cushings). We have a meeting for all
owners/carers of PPID horses/ponies on
30th November 2016. If you have not
received an invitation, please contact us
ASAP to secure you place at our pub
meeting!
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NEEDLE-SHY HORSE? Testing our patience, every vet’s nightmare, the needle-shy patient.
At Deben Valley Equine, we are proud to be
patient with our patients. Joking apart, sticking
needles into horses is a dangerous occupation so we
treat all horses with the greatest respect and we are
happy to try any technique that may allow us to be
successful and repeat the process again if required.
These may be a positive reinforcement e.g., treats or
scratching; simply encouraging the horse to be still
and rewarding this by backing off so gradually the
horse realises that it isn’t as bad as expected; all of
these can work amazingly well. We only resort to
negative reinforcement e.g.., nose twitch or shouting if
human safety is at risk or the horse must have a
procedure to save its life. Rushing, shouting or
impatience usually results in disaster.
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We are on facebook, please like us……
https://www.facebook.com/Debenvalleyequine
Helen Whitbread turned 50 this year and realised that
she has been working as a vet for more than half of
her life….Oh, how young the policemen & vet
students look! With the grand age of 50 has
arrived a modicum of common sense and Helen now
wears a hat for treating all horses. So, if you can

spot Helen treating horses without wearing a hat,
please send a photo for a great prize (rugs and other
stuff to choose from). We would appreciate any
photos of us being sensible and wearing hats – even
this one of me sitting down on the job!

This is the clever
camera technology
which sends the
images
wirelessly
(unless
you
accidentally leave it
on and use up all
the battery life!) to
your laptop screen.
Here
are
some
examples of the view we can get of each tooth

This horse has a gap between teeth and food has

Dentistry the Shetland way!
Equine dentistry continues to advance……At
Deben Valley Equine Vet Clinic we have invested in
an amazing bit of kit called an oroscope (or dental
endoscope).

Using this form of fibreoptic technology allows us to
see every single bit of every tooth alongside the
cheek or tongue and even behind the last tooth! This
has helped enormously in identifying painful gum
disease in some horses that we simply would have
missed before.

Our oroscope in use
with a clear image
on laptop screen
(green bit is the
battery
for
the
stainlesssteel
scope).
The camera cannot
be clearly seen in
this photo and is
shown next.

packed in causing PAINFUL gum recession, when the
stinky food was removed, bleeding gums were
visible.
These gaps are called diastema and can be very
difficult to treat; the gaps are meticulously cleaned
and small gum defects may heal once cleaned.
However, large ones won’t heal on their own, we
have kept this horse very comfortable for xxx months
by using a novel packing material….
So as well as learning to use our new oroscope and
what to do with
all
the
new
information
it
has generated,

Grace has just
returned from a
2 day advanced
dentistry course
in
Bristol.
Apparently not
much different from what Deben Valley Equine Clinic
is doing on a regular basis already Grace said! So we
are eagerly awaiting the announcement of Chris
Pearce’s Equine Dental courses in 2017 for Helen to
attend as Chris has been pioneering Equine dentistry
for the last decade…
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Dipping a toe into the
world
of
British
Eventing…

getting going again at Isleham
in March.
Grace Starling & Molly Cool

This time last year Molly and I
had big ambitions to event,
but were lacking skill, fitness
and top-line (both of us)!

Aerial atom driving

We had a winter of training
and clinics, but perhaps it was
still a bit optimistic to enter
Poplar Park BE 80 last March,
having not ever completed an
event! However, Molly lived
up to her name, and was
super cool, flying round all
phases with great enthusiasm,
and we went double clear, on
an OK dressage score and
some XC time penalties to
finish 12th. It certainly helped
seeing some friendly and
familiar faces cheering us on.
The rest of our season
progressed well, we stepped
up to 90’s and our skill level
(and
my
Brave-Pants)
certainly grew, although our
dressage scores haven’t really
shown this and we are still too
slow. The biggest challenge
over the summer was the
weather- we only seemed to
be competing when it was
really hot (Little Downham 2
was 31’C in my dressage!) or
torrential rain/thunder. We
have had a wonderful time
though and I couldn’t be more
proud of my super horse. But
now we face a winter of lots of
dressage
practice,
before

In August, I had a fun day at
Rockingham racetrack. I am not
a petrol head but even with my
granny driving I experienced
the buzz of driving.

Charles Easton Harriers
Hunt Dog Show
Charles
our
rescue
Labrador
has
had
an
exciting summer. He went
to his first dog show which
was great fun courtesy of
the Easton Harriers Hunt
Supporters club and won
best young handler with
Emma. Sadly, in August he
needed emergency surgery
to remove a stone from his
gut. Many many thanks to
Kieran and his team at
Framlingham
vets
for
looking after him so well,
although my poor husband
was slightly phased by
having to help me move
Charles when he came
home still on his drip.
Helen

In hindsight, I realise that one
of the reasons I didn’t drive as
fast as some of the other vets
maybe related to my inability to
see over the bonnet! If I ever
get the chance to drive an
aerial atom or Aston martin
again I shall ask for a cushion
to sit on as well as the one
behind my back just so I could
reach the pedals!!!
Helen
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Please send your horse / vet stories and photos to our
Facebook page or to admin@debenvalleyvet.co.uk - Jane did!
Article for Deben Valley Newsletter
From Jane Jordan - Nov 2016
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An experience, nailed
My Harry Boy, best buddy for 22 years, is a typical
cob. Generally good natured with a determined
character. He lives out with friends in old meadows
on a busy farm. Like most cobs he’s a hairy sort – the
Dales blood keeps him fuzzy round the fetlocks – and
although clipped/trimmed (mostly) there are times we
verge on ‘au naturel’ due to busy human lives. And
that’s when the itching starts and Harry will find
whatever prominent piece of fence, branch or gatepost
he can for a daily rub down. During summer 2015, he
decided a field shelter door was just the job for a
scratch, little did he know what trouble this would
cause. Bored and hot, the old door, probably made
100 years ago, proved the right tool for a leg rub.
Sadly, it was no match for
a 600kg cob!
He’d been off work a few
weeks due to a front leg
strain on an old hunting
injury. Now back in light
work, I was disheartened
to now find him lame on a
hind.
Anyway,
on
investigation I found an
old nail lodged between
frog and sole, so duly
pulled it out. There was no
visible wound or puncture,
so scrubbed foot with
salted water, sprayed with
antiseptic and turned him back out. Yes, he hobbled,
but not so much as to worry – he was just a bot sore. I
then removed the offending door which was a bit
shattered and I could see where the nail had come
from. He’d caught the bottom panel of the door with
his foot as rubbed his leg up and down the side of the
frame. The nail had stuck in his foot and come away,
clean. I kept an eye on the foot in case of infection,
had my farrier out to check it and things looked okay.
But 5 days on, Harry was lame again and holding his
foot up. No heat and he’d walk forward at a good pace
once he got going. In fact, he was sound 90% of the
time, but it would then catch him out and he would
hop, like he’d stood on something sharp. There was
no evidence of injury or swelling - it was weird. I
perceived it as a ‘stone in your shoe’ situation, where

if you leaned away from the pressure, you can manage
to walk and keep pace.
I monitored Harry for 48 hours and there was little
change. I had the farrier again and he dug about to see
if there was anything in the hoof/frog, but still nothing
revealed itself. Bemused and concerned I called the
vet. We trotted him up, nerve blocked, poked,
prodded, took shoes off the usual investigations, but
the mystery lameness and a raging pulse persisted.
We went to clinic for x-rays to following day.

Suspended

We
were
gobsmacked with
the
image.
Suspended
millimetres under
Harry’s pedal bone
was a fragment that
turned out to be the
tip of the nail. It
had snapped off
when I pulled it
from the frog a
week or so before
but had since travelled deeper into
the frog tissue and was now lodged right in the centre
of the hoof capsule surrounded by an abscess - nasty.
Now, Helen Whitbread likes challenge and has
hacked my Harry Boy’s feet about before. She cured
canker in all four frogs, back in 2010 by trimming,
treatment and much motivation. It took six months,
but our vigilance paid off and it’s never recurred. So,
armed with sedation, a duly halter and a willing junior
vet, she sliced Harry’s frog and carefully cut through
tissue to release the pus and pressure.
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The nail tip was less obliging, but was eventually
eased out using a magnetic instrument. I am told the
smell was horrendous, but the horse never moved a
muscle – a gold star patient, I was proud!
Harry’s
foot 3 days
post op tip of frog
had been
removed to
drain the
abscess
and
remove
nail
fragment.
Harry stayed at clinic for 48 hours and I learned the
aftercare routine. Infection control was vital now as
the incision went deep into the hoof tissue. Fresh
dressings, a saline wash and topical antibacterial
treatment were required every day, plus an antibiotic
injection for the first week. We went home to scrub
out the barn and set up our own ‘surgery’. My
husband made Harry a wooden ‘foot rest’ to make
treatment sessions easier and my friend Madelaine
retuned her district nursing skills. Harry continued to
be a model patient. We inspected, cleaned, sprayed
and bandaged his foot every day. I was amazed how
swift a horse’s foot grows, the healing process was
fast. Each day brought significant change, new growth
and positive improvement. Harry was never lame
throughout his recovery, although three weeks’ box
rest proved challenging and he did perfect a wall of
death routine at a decent trot around his roomy box
toward the end. His shoe was put back on, together
with a silicone-type gel packing to protect the frog
and new tissue, at week four and he was turned out.
X-rays showed a good mend and no visible problems.
We put him into light work few weeks after that and
he went like a train. It took about 12 weeks for
Harry’s foot to return to normal, with a level frog. But
scar tissues were visible three or four shoeing
afterwards which the farrier kept tabs on.
This has proved quite an experience and I am so
grateful my horse is well behaved and trusts us. He is
the product of simple, firm, straightforward handling
all his life and has security in his herd environment.
We talk his language, have clear expectations and he
confidently knows his place in ‘our’ herd, which
includes people and ponies! I believe this has really
paid off, especially when things have got difficult and
stressful.
As for the offending nail tip, I’ve kept it as a trophy.
It’s on my kitchen shelf - a talking point and a
reminder of the special relationship we have with our

Deben Valley girls and their magnetic skills and
dedication.
We would
really like
to thank
Jane for
telling
Harry’s
‘nail’
story.
If
you have a
story
to
share, please email us. It can just be a photo and a
few lines or beautifully scripted like Jane’s. It gives
us enormous pleasure to return a horse to health
and having fun!

DON’T FORGET
Our Veteran Horse Health Plans
Offer runs until
15th March 2017
Comprehensive health check at just £120 or
£70 without bloods (usually £220 or £97)
This covers the following:
Eyes ~ dental exam ~ neck, back, limb
assessment ~ heart & lungs ~ routine bloods ~
discuss nutritional needs / likelihood of
Cushings ~ time to discuss the findings.

Articles have been updated on our website.
We have recently written articles for feedmark ltd for
their newsletters and
blogs (HW doesn’t really
know what a blog is!) so
these have prompted an
update of several articles
on
our
website….
Sarcoids, skin disease and
sand colic. Please feel
free to request new
subjects or comment on
the current ones.
If you like what we have
done please write a
review on our facebook
or google review or via
‘contact us’ on our website – Thank you!
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as maximises all the professional’s
ability to do their job, saves time,
and
prevents
multiple
assessments and trot-ups, which
the horse may find stressful, or
may cause increased trauma to
the injured area. It also allows the
owner to discuss/agree the plan
and point out what is and isn’t
possible.

What is the value of a shared
visit with a vet and another
professional?
Most horse owners will use a
range of professionals to address
their horse’s well-being; vets,
farriers,
physiotherapists,
chiropractor, osteopaths, and
saddlers are just a few examples
of who your horse may see over
the space of a year for routine
care. This means that when there
is a problem with your horse there
may be a few people whose
opinion you seek! At Deben Valley
Equine Veterinary Clinic, we take a
holistic approach to our patients,
and therefore whilst we are
treating a horse for lameness or
poor performance we will often
recommend that you also consult
other professionals to help treat
him at the same time or as part of
a rehabilitation program. If this is
the case, then it is likely that at
some point a joint visit will be
suggested.

A joint visit allows us to look at the
horse as a team, it is a chance for
everyone who is involved in
treating the horse, to come
together, share observations,
knowledge and ensure that the
plan going forward is clear to
everyone who will be involved in
carrying out actions.
It is important to understand that
each professional has a different
approach to a case, and a different
skill set, and therefore their
interpretation of the problem will
be slightly different to each other.

YARD DAYS

Therefore, it is both vital and
informative for professionals to
communicate fully, as otherwise
we may be treating different
things! Equally, an owner ‘s
regular professionals will know
slightly different things about the
horse they are treating, and
therefore communicating these
differences clearly may help to see
“the bigger picture” surrounding
the horse in question. For
example, a vet may examine a
horse with what appears to be a
sudden onset hindlimb lameness,
but when speaking to the farrier is
consulted, he had noticed more
wear on the toes of the hind shoes
for some time, suggesting that the
problem
may
be
more
longstanding.
Having all professionals together
and examining the horse together
allows a full assessment of the
horse at the same moment in
time, and therefore there can be
no confusion or doubt in what has
been seen, allowing the most
accurate plan going forward,
including the best way to
rehabilitate the horse, when he
needs to be seen again and by
whom. This approach offers the
owner the best value for money,

Once a month we visit prearranged yards on a set
day e.g. 2nd Monday of the
month.
We examine any horse,
who has been booked in,
at a dramatically
discounted visit fee of £6
or £10 per horse.
This is ideal for
vaccinations, dental
examinations and general
health queries.
Would your yard be
interested? Speak to
Helen for details and
possible dates

Deben Valley Equine will
be 15 years old in August
2017 – How would you like
to help us celebrate / be
rewarded?
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It shouldn’t happen to a vet! Tottie broken……….

Even vets get miserable.
Since the end of August, the staff at DVEVC have had to deal with a glum vet.
Helen’s horse Tottie managed to spectacularly injure itself in the field – totally
unaided by Helen’s poor quality riding and without any external signs – no ripped
rug or grazes or any clue!
Because Helen is human, just like every other horse owner, the first course of
action is to pretend nothing has happened and assume that tomorrow your horse
will be normal!
Sadly, this was not to be and therefore after a proper look (very important to rule
out tendon injury or fractures!) Helen administered some pain relief.
After a few days and no dramatic response (and quite a lot of staff pestering),
begrudgingly Helen carried out a lameness investigation on her own horse.
So, thank you to my staff for making me take my own good advice and treat dear
Tottie properly.
By the time this newsletter reaches you I am hoping to be back on board my
lovely grey mare.

Would you prefer your newsletter by email?
Please make sure we have your current email address
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